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JUNE 2022 FREE CARD KIT TUTORIAL 
 

If you placed an order in my store during June you will have received all of the layers, 
embellishments and pieces to create this Sailboat card!  
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I hope you enjoy putting your card kit together – I wanted the colors of this card to reflect (in a soft pretty 
way) the red, white and blue colors of the upcoming July 4th holiday - for my red I chose Sweet Sorbet and 
my blue is Pool Party – SO pretty together along with that fun seagull themed background paper!  Have 
fun & happy stamping! 

 



How to assemble your card: 
 

1. Adhere the Basic White layer to the Sweet Sorbet card base 
2. Position and adhere a strip of seagull patterned paper to the top of the white layer 
3. Do the same for the very bottom piece 
4. Space out and position your two center pieces and adhere in place 
5. Adhere the sandy die cut island on top 
6. Adhere the brown sailboat punched out pieces onto it using Fine Tip Glue 
7. Adhere the left patterned sail in place using tape and the right one using Dimensionals 
8. Use a Fine Tip Glue Pen to attach the sentiment just under your island 
9. Adhere the three punched out stars using Dimensionals 
10. Dot around some Glossy Dots and you have one fun summer themed card ready for giving! 

 

Want to make more of this cute card?  You can find the supplies you need in my store by 

going to sarahsinkspot.stampinup.net and clicking on ‘Shop Now’ in the top left corner! 
 

Stampin’ Up! Supplies used: 
 

Die Cutting:  Layering Diorama Dies (155565) – the island 

Punches:  Sailboat Builder Punch (157905) – boat parts - Starlit Punch (156380) - stars 

Dies:  Amazing Thanks Dies (157816) – thanks sentiment 

Designer Series Paper:  Design a Daydream DSP (159161) - HOST ONLY ITEM! – seagull patterned paper  

Cardstocks: Sweet Sorbet (159268), Early Espresso (119686), Daffodil Delight (119683), Pool Party (122924), 

Basic White (159276) 

Embellies:  Glossy Dots Assortment (158827) 

Adhesives:  Stampin' Seal (152813), Dimensionals (104430) 

Tools:  Paper Snips (103579), Paper Trimmer (152392), Bone Folder (102300) 

 

Cutting Measurements: 
 

Card base: 4 1/4" x 11" - scored at 5 1/2"  
White layer:  4” x 5 1/4” 
Patterned paper strips:  3 3/4" x 1” 
 

 


